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Director of Thesis:
This study deals with the rich arts and crafts
tradition which has remained in the remote areas of rural
Appalachian Kentucky.

The mountains created a natural

barrier, keeping craft traditions intact for decades.
Poverty later became an important factor contributing to
the continuation of these crafts.

When factories and

industrialization reached other areas of the United States,
Appalachian people turned from the craft skills which they
had carried with them from European countries.
Today the coal industry in Eastern Kentucky
has created many new jobs, eliminating the need for
craft skills.

Appalachian people no longer needed to

make and sell baskets, quilts and other articles for
ii

survival .

Craftspeople who still work at these old

pioneer crafts are fast becoming scarce .

The purpose of

this study was to search out these people from the
remote rural areas of Eastern Kent ucky , recording their
n ames , locations , and crafts .
Data consists of materials gathered from
journals , periodicals, newspapers , magazines and various
books.

The major source of data compiled consists of

personal interviews with the actual craftspeopl e .

Black

a n d wh ite p h otographs are i n c l uded of their work.

Moun-

tain potters and weavers were contacted , as well as
quilters , doll - makers , furniture - makers , woodcarvers ,
and dulcimer- makers .
Counti es con tained within t h e study were
Perry , Knott , Owsley , Breathitt, Wolfe , Letcher and
Harlan .

The findings of this research have provided

material for this and future generations and thereby
reta ined a part of the c u ltural h er i tage of Kentuc k y .
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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION
THEORETICAL FORMULATION
There is a way of life that is rapidly disappearing from American culture today.

This way of life

is the tradition of the hand-made crafts of all rural
people.

Industralization has moved swiftly, with its

factories and mass production lines, destroying almost
all of the unique artistic culture and heritage which had
become a way of life to the common people.
As America moved forward, the men and women of
Appalachia continued making those crafts which their
ancestors before them had been making for two hundred
years.

With a back-ground of English and Scots-Irish

heritage, the first pioneers arrived in Eastern Kentucky
during the early eighteenth century.

As splendid as the

mountains seemed, they soon became a natural barrier to
the settlers, keeping within them, and preserving, a
crafts tradition which would remain unchanged for decades.
Natural materials were very abundant in the
mountains and the creative pioneers soon learned how to
utilize them, making everything needed for a way of life.
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They produced numerous household items such as beautiful
quilts, woven baskets, furniture, clothing and utensils.
Mountain craftsmen from Europe carried with
them folk ballads and the painstaking art of making
dulcimers and other instruments.

Beautiful wood carved

objects and toys were produced from the abundant natural
resources in the mountains of Eastern Kentucky.

Molded

by physical isolation, the mountains kept change out for
decades, and kept within a craft tradition.
PURPOSE AND PROBLEM
The purpose of this study was to explore the
remote areas of Eastern Kentucky in hope of finding and
recording craft traditions which have been handed down
from the past.

Very little research has been done in

recent years on this subject and it is hoped that through
the information gained and recorded in this paper, art
educators will come to realize and stress more, in public
schools throughout the state, the importance of their
cultural heritage.
In the past, the works of art produced in the
mountainous areas of Appalachia have been regarded as
mere handicrafts.

Historians and artists alike have
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overlooked the ability of the Appalachian artist to
produce highly creative works of art.
It is important to realize that there exists a
significant difference between a work of art and a craft
product.

While both are a culmination of past experiences

and traditions, a work of art goes on to reach a higher
plane of creative thought and becomes a unique means of
communication and expression.
In the hills of Appalachia, separated from the
outside world, works of art were produced which led the
mountain artist to reach out and touch a higher level of
comprehension, enabling him to control his surroundings
and contribute to society.
The rich art skills which once flourished
within the mountains began slowly to disappear from the
Appalachian region when mass communication and transportation brought in new ideas.

Many of the mountain artists

and craftspeople left the area, seeking new job opportunities.
traditions.

Those who remained continued the art and craft
Today the booming coal industry has aided

strongly in the disappearance of these skills which have
been a way of life in Eastern Kentucky for centuries.
With each passing day, the people of this region forget
more and more of their past craft traditions.

Art
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educators should be made very aware of the importance of
the cultural heritage of the Appalachian child.

When

studying art history and art appreciation, a child or
student should also be made aware of the art traditions
and resources in his own region,

The rich art traditions

found in the mountains of Eastern Kentucky were made
possible only through the abundance of natural resources
found there.

Natural dyes can be extracted from bark of

trees and roots.

Bark from trees can be used for weaving

beautiful baskets and chair seats.

Kentucky river banks

and creeks have very rich deposits of clay which can be
mined and used in ceramics classes.
Craftsmen still exist in the remote areas of
Appalachia who carry on these traditions but they are few.
Scattered potteries can be found throughout the rural
countryside.

Basket-makers, quilters and weavers still

can be found who produce beautiful domestic art items.
From cornshucks, mountain craftspeople have made dolls,
rugs and flowers.

Today, only a few people exist who still

know the art of chair-making and woodcarving.

Throughout

the counties of Breathitt, Perry, Wolfe, Knott, Letcher
and Harlan, can be found the dulcimer makers who learned
their art from ancestors before them.

There is an urgent
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need to search out these craftspeople and bring together
as much material as possible for future generations, preserving it before it vanishes with the twentieth century.
PROCEDURES
Research for this study was drawn from various
journals and magazines dealing with mountain artisans.
The many books available were also consulted, however,
the major resource material used in this body of work
came from the people of Appalachian Kentucky.

The paper

consists of detailed descriptions of pottery, basketry,
quilting, weaving, doll-making, wood-working and dulcimer
making.

The materials needed, and the steps in the

construction of each craft are included.

The crafts-

people who have created these works, have been photographed with beautifully pieced quilts and cornshuck
dolls.

Wood carved objects such as chairs and dulcimers

are also included.

Nearly all photographs contained were

taken during personal interviews with the use of a 35mm
camera, using fast ASA-400 black and white film.
The various steps taken in creating these
objects are given as well as tools and techniques the
craftspeople have used.

Figures are also included

6

showing some of the patterns which have been used in the
mountains of Eastern Kentucky for centuries.

Chapter 2
POTTERY AND BASKETRY
POTTERY-MAKING
During the early 1700's the first pioneers
began to slowly move into the Appalachian Mountains.
They were adventurous farmers who carried with them
customs and ideas from European countries.

Some of these

early settlers were potters who set up kick wheels and
constructed primitive kilns which were "similar to those
used in the Far East before the Christian era.

They were

simply holes dug into the hillside and lined with bricks
made of local clay". 1

These early structures were

known as groundhog kilns and the fire was kept going by
wood from the forests.

Kilns of this type were still

being used only a decade ago by potters in Kentucky and
other Appalachian areas.
The clay these craftsmen used was prepared in a
pug mill, which was turned by a team of mules.

The clay

was then ground by simple grinding boards as the harnessed mules walked around the mill in a circle.

The

1 Elinor Lander Horwitz, Mountain People, Mountain Crafts, (Philadelphia and New York: J.B. Lippincott Co., 1974), p. 110.
7
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glazes were made from "settlin's" found in the creek
bottoms, ashes, sand, flint, and ground glass, when it
was available.
Potteries in Kentucky, as in other areas of
the southern highlands, tended to be a family business.
A number of these potteries still exist and maintain
their reputation for excellence.

The Bybee Pottery, at

Bybee, Kentucky, is one such example, which has for
generations been producing pots, bowls, jugs and crocks.
Rural potteries were once very numerous in
Appalachian Kentucky but today, where the coal industry,
advanced transportation and commercialism have taken over,
many Appalachian potteries are becoming a thing of the
past.

Scattered throughout the area today are only a

few craftspeople who work with clay.

Any student of

ceramics will find, in Appalachia, two different types
of clay work.

One type goes back thousands of years,

and yet, the other type of work which exists is
commercial pottery of the most modern type.
The Cherokee Indians of North Carolina perhaps
are on the more primitive end of this range with their
simple gray pottery.

Using clay from the reservation,

they shape the pieces by hand and dry them in the sun.

9

In the ovens and fire-boxes of their cookstoves, the clay
is hardened and often smoked brown and black from the
heat of the blazing wood.

The pottery which results is

quite crude.
Throughout the United States today, there are
potteries with power-driven machinery.

Chemists and

physicists control the outcome of the product with
dependable exactness from the beginning to end.

The

result is pottery and porcelain of very high standards
in the world of commerce.
Both methods are interesting and very extreme
from one another, yet the type of pottery which lies in
the range of these two is the old fashioned hand pottery
made in the mountains of Appalachia.

In this middle

range, simple articles are produced, with each piece
being made by the old method.
Bybee Pottery
Bybee Pottery is located in the southern hills
of Madison County, Kentucky, in the small rural town of
Bybee.

It is the oldest existing pottery west of the

Allegheny Mountains and stands as a landmark of pioneer
days.

The pottery is believed to have been originally
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established in 1809 when some early settlers at Fort
Boonesboro saw clay on the roots of a tree which had
been uprooted by a storm.

Seeing this, they began to make

good use of it and records prove Bybee existed as a
thriving industry in 1845.
The clay deposits are found approximately three
miles from the pottery.

The clay is so pure that it does

not need to be blended with other forms of clay or chemicals.

It is open-pit mined, several feet beneath

Kentucky's rich topsoil.

Walter Cornelison and his son

have inherited the business from their forefathers.
Walter explains how the mining is done:
Nowadays we strip off the hardpan
with a bulldozer, but we dig the clay
out by hand with a spade, so as not to
get any dirt mixed in. We dig a year's
supply in the fall; run it through the
mill, and it's ready to use,2
Walter Cornelison's great-grandfather began the
pottery and the original log room where it all began is
located near-by the main central building which is built
of logs and solid walnut beams.

2

Edward L. Dupy, Artisans of the Appalachians,
(North Carolina: Miller Publishing Co., 1967), p. 50.
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My grandfather made pots to supply
community needs. Churns, and in the
fall, jars to can in and pickle crocks
... and jars for moonshine too. He
would haul his wares out by team wagon,
and flatboat, and start up the Kentucky
River. People from plantations and
farms along the river would come down
and buy what they needed ..• He made
only the one buff color, but along
toward the end of the firing he'd dump
salt on. The flames would fill the
whole kiln and put a gloss on. Later
my grandfather added a mat blue glaze.
It was known as Kentucky Blue Pottery
for years. Later other colors were
added. We make bake dishes, bean pots,
pitchers, vases and bowls. Punch
bowls too; we made some on special
order and they went over so big we had
to go on. We have about two hundred
stock numbers, and fifteen colors,
which means you can ask for about
three thousand different combinations;
we really get invol~ed sometimes.3
History records t_hat this same clay was mined
by the first settlers of Kentucky and taken to Fort
Boonesboro to be used for making crude tools.

Today the

clay is dug out and brought to the Bybee Pottery where it
is mixed with water and ground at an old pug mill.

It

is then stored in an ancient vault where it can be kept
moist and pliable.

The clay is weighed on an old balance
•

I

and then thrown and shaped into the desired form on the
potter's wheel.

The clay pieces are allowed to dry

3Edward L. Dupy, p. 50.
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completely, then glazed and fired.

When the pieces are

taken from the kiln they are then ready for packing and
shipping to be sold throughout the country.

(Fig. 1)

Walter Cornelison is the fifth generation
Cornelison to own and operate the pottery at Bybee, Kentucky.

His children, Robert, James and Paula, help their

father in the business-, thus establishing the sixth generation of Cornelisons to own and operate Bybee Pottery.
Ernest Shouse - Pottery Maker
Ernest Shouse, of Breathitt County, became
interested in pottery when only a young man.

He was

working in one of Berea College's student industries,
the pottery department, at the time.

Ernest Shouse was

a sophomore at the time and it was then that he decided
pottery was his favorite area in art.

As a student, he

experimented.with all forms; slab, pinch, and coil pots.
It was not until he threw the first pot that he fully
realized the power of his own hands to shape and transform a piece of clay into a useful and highly aesthetic
form of art.

Throughout college, he specialized in

ceramics, devoting many long hours to it.

Many times

he remembers going to the art building after classes were
over and working with the clay.
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F i gure 1
Bybee pottery, made by the Cornelison family in
their pottery at Bybee , Kentucky .

The p ottery

shown h ere is on displ ay and is sold at the Natural
Bridge State Park in Powell County .

Their work

a lso appears in oth er state pa rk gift shops throughou t the state .
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Today Ernest Shouse lives in Breathitt County,
where he teaches art to Appalachian students in the
county high school.

Mr. Shouse is also a part-time

instructor at Lee's Junior C_ollege, located in Jackson.
Aside from all this teaching, he still finds time to
work with the clay, producing beautiful, decorative
pottery.

Occasionally he digs his own clay in Breathitt

County, but he finds this a very complex and time consuming task.

The native clays of Eastern Kentucky are

the low-firing, earthenware kind, which he prefers.
glazes vary with the pot he is making.
glazes ..• and glossy ones also.

His

"I like matte

For large objects I

prefer the matte ... for small objects I like shiny
glazes." 4
The artist likes to think of his work as being
both decorative and functional.

Each of his pieces are

unique, with no two being exactly alike.

"I like for

each of my pieces to be an individual piece ..• an individual work of art." 5

4

statement by Ernest Shouse, pottery-maker,
interview, Jackson, Kentucky, May 8, 1978.
5

rbid.
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Figure 2
Pottery made by Ernest Shouse, art instructor at
Breathitt High School and at Lee's Junior College
Jackson.
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Figure 3
Ernest Shouse at one of his recent art exhibits.
Shown are several of his pots and one of his
paintings.
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Vases, bowls, flower pots and various pinch
pots,

(Fig. 2) all bearing the letters "E. SHOUSE", have

appeared in nearly every art exhibit, library, and fair
in Eastern Kentucky.

Some specific locations include;

Berea, Morehead, Richmond, Hazard Community College,
Hazard Public Library, Lee's Junior College, Breathitt
County Public Library, and shopping malls around Kentucky.
Ernest Shouse is not only a creative potter
but is also a graphic artist and painter.

The paintings

he does (Fig. 3) are composed of large, moving shapes
and forms, reflecting the grace and movement of a
potter's hands.
BASKET MAKING
Baskets were another kind of containers
available to the early settlers of the mountains in
Eastern Kentucky.

Just as good quality native clay was

plentiful, basket materials were also to be found; wood
splints, vines, reeds, and small willow branches.

Bas-

kets were used by all mountain people to store things,
gather produce, and carry items to and from the market.
The weavers devised special shapes and sizes for particular purposes, such as closely woven ones for seeds
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and ground meal and a loosely woven one for transporting
live chickens from farm to market.
Archaeologists studying the eastern part of
Kentucky have found that a band of Cherokee Indians,
who were skilled basket-makers, once lived in the region.
It is very likely that they taught the early settlers
their skills and designs and showed them the trees,
bushes and weeds that were good for basket weaving.
The Cherokees dyed their basket-making materials
and probably taught the settlers how to extract colors
from natural roots and the bark of trees.

From walnut

roots came black or dark brown dye; from the puccoon
root came a red dye; apple tree bark gave a yellow color;
black birch gave a reddish brown; butternut gave orange,
hemlock, a tan; red maple gave a dark blue; sassafras,
a pinkish brown.

These dyes were used for dying basket

materials, clothing, and in quilts as well. 6
There are basically three kinds of baskets
produced by the craftsmen in the highlands of Eastern
Kentucky.

They are the white oak split baskets, the

willow basket, and the honeysuckl~ basket. Probably
the most popular today is the white oak basket, although

6

Horwitz, p. 99.
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the honeysuckle vines are used often.

The Kentucky egg

basket, which originated in Eastern Kentucky, was
traditionally made from willow or honeysuckle to hold an
even dozen eggs.

size.

Today they are made in every imaginable

Early settlers made a basket which was flattened

on one side so it would rest easily on the side of a
mule.

(Fig. 4)
Willow baskets probably are not seen as much

today because, although they are woven in the same manner
as the honeysuckle, they are coarse and rough with
sharp ends.

Their overall make-up is so rough that

they can only be used to hold produce, while the split
oak and honeysuckle baskets are smooth enough to hold
sewing fabric and knitting wool.
Mrs. Elizabeth Mills - Basket-maker
Elizabeth Mills of Stoney Fork, Kentucky makes
fine honeysuckle baskets during the fall and winter
months.

Most of them she sells to the Red Bird Mission

Craft Shop in Clay County, just over the mountain from
her home in a desolate mining area.
The first step in making the honeysuckle basket
is to cut and scald the vines.

This allows the thin

bark to be removed easily by rubbing with a rag.

20

Figure 4
Two baskets made in Eastern Kentucky.

The larger

one is similar to the Kentucky egg basket, while
the other is smaller and has a flat side, originally intended to rest on the side of a mule.
baskets were made by Mrs. Flora McDaniels of
Booneville.

These
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When it is time to weave, Mrs. Mills soaks the vines to
make them pliable.

To start a basket, two slender

pieces of hickory are soaked briefly and then bent into
hoops and fastened together with thin wires.
the handle, rim and base of the basket.

This forms

The corners of

the basket are woven from long pieces of soft inner bark
from the hickory tree.

Ten ribs from dogwood twigs that

have been whittled to a point at the ends are then
inserted under the bark corners and bent to curve with
the hickory frame.
weaving begins.

Once the skeleton is complete,

Mrs. Mills starts at one end and weaves

the honeysuckle vine in·and out through the ribs.
ends are woven in neatly as she works.

The

It takes most

of the day to make the basket which she sells at the
Red Bird Mission Craft Shop for six dollars.
Split White Oak Baskets
Split white oak baskets (Fig. 5) are the most
commonly made baskets in Eastern Kentucky.

They are

designed to last a long time and are carefully sculptured,
naturally dyed, useful baskets.

Oaksie Caudill of Let-

cher County makes this type basket from trees which grow
on his own land, just a little way above Kingdom Come.

22

Figure 5
A split white oak basket made by an Appalachian
craftsperson.

These baskets were once very

common throughout the mountains and nearly every
home had one.
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The trees are about a mile from his house and Mr. Caudill
finds it is a day ' s work to collect enough white oak t o
make two baskets.
First he carefully selects the whit e oak logs
he will use .

These are usually about four to six inches

in diameter and about six feet long.

At his cabin , they

are split into strips one-sixteenth of an inch thick .
His only tools are a case knife, frow , mallet and his
own hands.
According to Mr . Caudill, white oaks are nearly
extinct .

Today the baskets he weaves are made from the

tr ees which he planted only a few years ago.

Mr . Caudill

waits to cut his trees when the sap is up, and always
on the first day of a new moon , when the color is
brought from the heart of the wood to the surface .

He

observes the splits in the wat er, just as a photographer
might film , and when the blue or brown has worked its
way to the surface, weaving is ready to b egin .

The splits

are woven through ribs of white oak which have previ ously
been connected together .

Mr. Caudill ' s baskets are

extremely durable and last a life-time.

Recently he

repaired one that had endured seventy years of mountain
life .

24
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Figure 6
Mrs. Flora McDaniels, shown with some of the split
white oak baskets which she makes.

She has been

making these two basic shapes all her life.
first ones she sold for only fifty cents.
they sell for twenty-dollars.

The
Today
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There are other makers of fine split oak baskets
scattered throughout Appalachian Kentucky.

Goldie Howard

is one such craftsman who lives at Greasy Creek in Leslie
County.

In Breathitt County, Coy Huff carries on the

basket-making tradition.
Mrs. Flora McDaniels is another very skilled
basket-maker who lives at Booneville, Kentucky.

She has

been making white oak baskets as far back as she can
remember.

Mrs. McDaniel makes two different designs

(Fig. 6), and sells them to Appalachian Fireside Crafts,
a small craft shop in Owsley County.
wood from trees on her own land.
no easy thing to do'"

She uses white oak

"Makin' a basket ain't

You've gotta' split it out, make

your hoops ..• make your ribs ... It takes time!" 7
Few craft shops today will offer the mountain
basket weaver an adequate amount of money for the long
hours or the lifetime of skill that has gone into making
a basket.

For this reason, where once there were many

basket-weavers, only a few remain.

Mr. Lewis Bailey,

who now lives in Owsley County, tried several times,
unsuccessfully to teach his craft to others but found they

7

statement by Flora McDaniels, basket-maker,
personal interview, Booneville, Kentucky, June 3, 1978.
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soon gave up after learning.

Today he still weaves

baskets in his spare time where he lives at LeRose,
Kentucky.
Sara Bailey of Bledso, Kentucky in Harlan
County is another experienced basket-maker.

She has

made baskets from just about every available resource;
honeysuckle, willow, hickory and white oak.
Hindman Settlement School
From the time people first began settling in
Eastern Kentucky, no one organization has done more to
encourage the craft of making baskets than has the
Hindman Settlement School in Knott County.

Throughout

its existence, it has been famous for the excellent
mountain baskets produced there.

"Aunt" Cord Ritchie,

aunt of the well known ballad singer, Jean Ritchie,
probably started the tradition.

In a report made during

1932 on handicrafts in Knott County, it was stated that
"no center has done more to raise and keep high the
standards of mountain basketry".

8

8 wayne C. Nason, "Rural Industries in Knott
Co., Kentucky". U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Bureau of
Agricultural Economics in co-operation with Ky. Agriculture Experiment Station, Washington, December, 1932.
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Due to the long hours involved in making baskets
many craftspeople have discontinued making them.

Few

craftspeople at the school are interested in it any more.
Today, however, there still remain two of the excellent
basket makers who helped build the tradition.

They are

Floyd and Willie Owsley who live at Vest, Kentucky.
These men have been making baskets all their lives and
they still take special pains with the splints by sanding
and dyeing them with the bark of walnut and spruce pine
trees.

Their baskets have an old melon-shaped design

which they have modified and improved somewhat, adding
their own original touches.

Floyd and Willie OWsley have

also produced some good mountain chairs with similarly
woven backs and bottoms.
The Pine Mountain Settlement School; founded
after the Hindman School, in Harlan County, is also
famous for excellent baskets.

It was established in

1913 and is best noted for the Kentucky egg basket produced there.

Chapter 3
QUILTING AND WEAVING
Mountain people today can tell you of a time
when their mothers and grandmothers would produce their
own cloth and yarn.

During the nineteenth century the

isolated highlanders of Eastern Kentucky were still producing their own cloth and wool, as their ancestors
before them had once done.

When mass-production and

mass-transportation finally did reach Appalachia, many
people began to make extensive use of these products and
with the twentieth century, spinning wheels and looms
were abandoned.
Spinning, ,dyeing and weaving never became
entirely extinct in the Appalachian Mountains of Eastern
Kentucky.

The crafts revival movement of recent decades

has seen a rediscovery of the processes of tending and
shearing of sheep, carding and spinning of wool, dyeing,
weaving and quilting.
QUILT-MAKING
Women in Appalachia have been making quilts for
generations.

Today virtually everyone knows and appre-

ciates the beauty and comfort of patchwork quilts.

An

Eastern Kentucky woman of a hundred years ago would be
28
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amazed to find her quilt now being displayed in museums.
In exhibits throughout America today, quilts have become
prominent favorites.

Collectors avidly seek them out

and offer very high prices.
Quilting is the most common of all traditional
mountain crafts.

Every mountain home has at least one

home-made quilt.

A quilt consists of two pieces of cloth

material, sewn together with a thin sheet of fluffy
cotton batting sewn between the layers.

Running stitches

hold the quilt together and run through all three layers.
The bottom layer is usually a solid piece of cloth, usually
white.

The upper covering may. be a single piece of

cotton cloth or it may be many, sewn together in endless
numbers of shapes, sizes and color combinations.

Necessity

and a need for warmth, brought about the invention of
early quilts which in the beginning lacked in aesthic
values.
When this prime need had been met, then
followeq the effort which has marked the
growth of every handicraft since the
dawn of history---the beautifying of the
work. Even where there was no difference
in color between the cloth and the thread,
the stitches were varied to express the
fancy work of the needleworker. From this
simple craft developed an art which has
come to be one of the most restrained and
beautiful in the whole realm of needlework.
Quilting with white thread on white material
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has come down to us as one of the most
satisfying expressions in the long procession of domestic arts.9
Early quilts were very often made from scraps
of old garments which had been discarded.

For this rea-

son what few quilts that remain today from the nineteenth
century are only frail strips of material, still held
together by the threads that once bound them so long ago.
Factories began producing factory-made bedcovers around
1890, but the quilting art has never died out.

Mountain

women in Kentucky still host quilting bees, which are
social gatherings where women meet and quilt a quilt that
the hostess has already pieced and put on the frames.
Patchwork quilts have a social significance in all ways.
Even before the quilting bees would begin, mountain women
exchanged patterns, traded scraps of material and discussed
stitches and the various techniques used in quilting.
"The simple fact is that quilts were handmade by people,
for people.

Every phase of their production was permeated

by giving and sharing. 1110 (Fig. 7)

Families throughout

rural areas of the Appalachian Highlands today have in

9 Allen H. Eaton, Handicrafts of the Southern
Highlands (New York: Dover Publications, 1937) p. 124.
Doubleday

lOEliot Wiggington, The Foxfire Book,
& Co., Inc., 1972), p. 144.

(New York:
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their possessions, quilts that were made by their grandmothers and great-grandmothers.
At the quilting bees chairs were placed around
the large frames that very often hung from the ceilings.
Women would meet there to sew, chat and work toward completion of a new quilt that would either be destined as
a gift for a sick or elderly neighbor, a newborn child
or as a gift for the new bride.
shown off, and given away.

Quilts were passed around,

The patterns (Fig. 8 - Fig.

17) were traded around and used over and over again;
with each new quilt consisting of different colors and
patterns of bright ginghams and calicos.

The patterns

were usually twelve or fourteen inches square, however,
this varied with the craftsperson.

Some very popular

patterns in Eastern Kentucky include:

The Double Wedding

Ring (Fig. 8), Little Dutch Girl (Fig. 9), Drunkard's
Path (Fig. 10), Star Quilt (Fig. 11), Granny's Garden
(Fig. 12), Granny's Fan (Fig. 13), Log Cabin (Fig. 14),
Ohio Rose (Fig. 15), Bear Paw (Fig. 16), Friendship
Quilt (Fig. 17), and many more.
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Figure 7
An American Eagle quilt.

This quilt is shown held

by the three sisters who made it; Mary Dunn, Martha
Combs, and Maudie Gilbert of Sandy Ridge in Wolfe
County.

This quilt was made in 1968 and later that

year was presented as a gift to Mrs. Richard M. Nixon.
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Figure 8
Double Wedding Ring quilt.

This is a very old quilt

pattern which has been a favorite in the mountains
for years.

The blocks are eighteen inch squares

which form an all over design.

Tiny printed designs

of coordinating colors are the most effective and
can be cut from small scraps.

The Double Wedding

Ring quilt has long been a traditional wedding gift
in Kentucky.
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Figure 9
Several variations can be found in the Little Dutch
Girl pattern, but this is perhaps the most popular.
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Figure 10
The Drunkard's Path is another old favorite patchwork pattern in the mountains.

It is easily pieced,

but is somewhat confusing when set together.
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Figure 11
Mrs . Odessa Joseph spends most of her time making
beautiful mountain quilts .

In this picture she is

shown holding a Star of Bethleh em quilt which is
made from various shades of browns and golds.
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Figure 12
Granny's Garden also known as the Mosaic quilt is
made from hexagon shapes.

Generally these blocks are

joined with a double row of the darkest shade forming
the outside frame.
often used.

Four shades of one color are most
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Figure 13
Granny's Fan.

Here a large arc is indicated in the

design with a small one in the corner.
pieces make up the rest.

Seven diagonal
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The Log Cabin quilt is a
popular design using contrastin g rectangular patches of lights and darks.
Variati ons of pattern may
b e br ought about by arranging the finished
blocks differently.
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Figure 15
The Ohio Rose quilt is a very popular applique quilt
pattern found in the mountains of Eastern Kentucky.
This quilt is usually set up in shades of pink and
green.
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Figure 16
Bear Paw, also known as Bear Tracks, has long been
a favorite of quilt-makers in the mountains.

Each

block is made up of four large squares with four
small triangles on each.
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Figure 17
The Friendship pattern was a quilt valued by whoever owned it.

The pieces were made up of material

given by friends.
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I

Quilts are put together in two basic ways;

I

pieced or appliqued.

Most quilters prefer the pieced

quilts, however, the Dutch Girl and Ohio Rose are two
very popular applique coverlets.

Occasionally quilts

are further enhanced by cross-stitch embroidJry which is
I

used often in the Friendship Quilt.
Mrs. Odessa Joseph - Quilter
Odessa Joseph is a quilter who liv~s at Haddix,
Kentucky, in Breathitt County.

She has been making quilts
I

since as long as she can remember--about sixty years. As
l
a child, Mrs. Joseph recalls some of the quil:ts her grandmother would make.

"When I was a child, I'd ,stand by
I

my grandmother's bedside and trace the designs on her
quilts .•• the Duck Paddle •.. the Stars ••• the Half Stars ••.
I thought they were all so pretty." 11

I

By the! time she

was twelve or thirteen, Mrs. Joseph _was piecing quilts on
I

her mother's pedal-type sewing machine.

"I kept all

these patterns in my head, down through the years." 12
Today (Fig. 11) Mrs. Joseph turns out a finished
quilt every six weeks.

11

Her favorite design is the Lone

statement by Odessa Joseph, quilter, personal
interview, Haddix, Kentucky, May 30, 1978.
12

Ibid.
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I

Star, although she has made almost every kind of quilt
imaginable.

I

She prefers working with the fall colors--

reds, golds, oranges, and browns but many times people
ask her to make quilts for them in specific qolors and
designs.
I

When piecing a quilt, Mrs. Joseph finds that
'

all points and corners must be exactly the s~ape of the

I

pattern.

The quilting must be exact too, with the

stitches on the bottom side just as accurate :as on the
top.

These are the two most serious considerations in

making a mountain quilt.
Like many other mountain quilters, Odessa
Joseph does her quilting on frames which hang' down from
I

the ceiling in a room.

With the large structure in a

room, conditions usually become crowded and tµere isn't
enough room to get around.

Very often the frames cannot

hang very long and between work sessions they1 are swung

I

up to the ceiling and out of the way.

Quiltipg takes

from ten days to six weeks and during this time the
work must be kept spotless clean.

If children are at home

it is hard to keep them from touching it.

In.Mrs.

'

Joseph's case, however, she finds her quilts must
be pro,
tected from the coal dust which is left behind each day
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by the coal trucks as they carry tons of soft Appalachian
coal to a tipple not far from her home.
One outstanding characteristic about her quilting is the stitching.
spaced and very small.

All the stitches are accurately
Such uniform stitches are what

most quilt buyers look for.

Her quilted lines are large

and graceful for Mrs. Joseph is a needle artist in that
she creates her own designs by folding large sheets of
newspaper and cutting out intricate shapes.

"I've

designed all different stitching shapes ..• feathers ••.
stars ••. and an ivy leaf too, to go around the border, and
I have what I call a grape vine also."

13

Because of the beauty, detail and time that go
into her works, many buyers choose to use them as spreads,
which accounts for their large size.

Quilts similar to

these are made by many other mountain women in the
rural areas of Eastern Kentucky.

They can be seen at

fairs all around the eastern part of the United States.
In many craft shows they will bring $400.00 and $500.00.
"I help with the Grass Roots Craftsmen and a lot of our
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things have gone into other states and several foreign
.
,,14
countries.
Mollie Watts - Quilter
Mollie Watts (Fig. 18) is another mountain
craftswoman who does expert quilting.

She lives in

Breathitt County also, at Watts, Kentucky, on a small
creek called Leatherwood.
works outside.

When the weather is nice, she

"I love my porch, and sew out there a

lot in the summer and fall.

I've been quilting a long

.
.
.
time
.•• since
I was nine
years o ld . ,,15

She likes the

old quilt patterns, such as Grandmother's Flower Garden,
the Postage Stamp, the Texas Star and the Tumbling Block.
Quilts which are combinations of red, white and blue, the
colors of the flag, are her favorites.

"I like greens

also ..• green is my favorite color." 16
With some fifty years of quilting experience behind her, Mollie Watts finds herself working
now with other crafts and contributing some of her
skills to the Middle Kentucky River Area Development Program, an agency operating in Breathitt County.

14

rbid.

15

statement by Mollie Watts, quilter, personal
interview, Jackson, Kentucky, June l, 1978.
16 rbid.
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Figure 18
Mollie Watts, a Breathitt County crafts-woman.

She

is shown here with some of her more recent creations,
hen pot holders made from quilted cotton material.
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The mountain bonnets and aprons she makes are appearing
throughout craft shops in our nation as are the calico
chicken pot holders and pillows she makes from quilt
patterns.
Other Noted Quilters
Scattered throughout these rural areas are
other quilters:

Mrs. Ethel Bailey of Beattyville, in

Lee County; Mrs. Sophie Stepp·, of Owsley County; Sara
Bolin of Saldee in Breathitt County; Mrs. Lena Holbrook
of Hunting Creek; and Mrs. Adna Hayes of Jackson.
Others are Mary Jane Marshall of Buckhorn and Mrs.
Nannie Spicer of Canoe.

When the Breathitt County

Coliseum was completed and dedicated in the late 1960's,
Mrs. Nannie Spicer was there to present the first lady,
Mrs. Lyndon B. Johnson, with a beautiful Lone Star quilt
which she had made.
MOUNTAIN WEAVERS
For the pioneer woman of Appalachian Kentucky,
carding wool, spinning, preparing dyes and weaving were
all part of the daily routine.

After the sheep were

sheared, then began the tedious process of picking all
the burrs, bark and twigs out of the wool.

It was then
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washed and dried and later carded.

Carding was a process

very much necessary in spinning where the fibers were
stretched and straightened on wooden paddles covered with
fine wire prongs.

After carding, the wool was shaped

into a long fluffy rope of material and fed through the
hollow of a spinning wheel.
Spinning can either be accomplished on a large
"high wheel" or a smaller "low wheel".
was used to spin cotton and wool.

The high wheel

The spinner would

walk back and.forth, operating the process by hand.

Fine

wool and flax was spun on the low wheel which was
operated by the seated spinner with foot pedals.
When a weaver made a coverlet, the first step
was to wind the thread on large spools, carefully
measuring them.

It was then put on the beam of the loom

with each thread going through the eyes of the heddles
which hung vertically above the harnesses.

The number

of harnesses used depended on what the weaver was making.
These harnesses were raised and lowered by foot treadles.
When a treadle was pressed by the weaver's foot, a set
of warp threads were raised, which eventually made a
pattern as the shuttle moved, crossing through the web.

so
Mrs. Grace Keene - Weaver
Grace Keene is a weaver who lives on Sebastian's Branch in Breathitt County.

She learned to weave

years ago as a student at Berea College.

"I worked there

and helped work my way through school," 17 says Mrs.
Keene.

"They trained us to use the loom and the wheel.

We carded it too, and made all sorts of things ...
napkins, rugs, table runners and coverlets." 18

After

her experience there, Mrs. Keene went on to teach weaving
at the Stewart Training School in Frankfort.
The Sebastian's Branch Community Center has
recently acquired the funds,through the Community Action
Office in Jackson, to purchase a loom.

Mrs. Keene will

be teaching again there soon.
Sara Bailey - Weaver
Sara Bailey is another craftsperson who does
outstanding work of just about every sort.

Probably one

of her first works of art was a cornhusk rug she made
when she was only eleven years old.

Later she went on

to make cornshuck dolls at the Pine Mountain Settlement

17

statement by Mrs. Grace Keene, weaver, personal interview, June 8, 1978.
18

rbid.
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School.

Today Sara Bailey's abilities are almost

unlimited.

She scans the hillsides in Harlan County

searching for hickory trees she can bark, to bottom the
seats and backs of chairs.
Weaving is perhaps the favorite of her crafts.
She cards and spins wool from her own sheep and weaves
it into cloth or knits it into sweaters, scarfs, socks,
and house shoes.

She has always used natural dyes which

she gathers from her own land.

Sara Bailey has also made

baskets from willow, honeysuckle, hickory and white oak
materials, as well as scrub brooms, various kinds of dolls
and cornshuck flowers.

Few items in the history of

Appalachian crafts have escaped the creative powers of
Sara Bailey.
Quicksand Craft Center
The Quicksand Craft Center at Vest in Knott
County has long been a weaving place.

It is headed by

Naoma Powell and has been in existence for twelve years,
producing beautifully woven wall hangings, coverlets,
rugs, tablecloths, place mats and finger-tip towels.
Its purpose is to teach skills to the people of the
Appalachia regions as an approach to poverty's ills.
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Since its beginning, the Quicksand Craft Center has
emphasized skill development with the first goal of
training being toward the development of high standards
of quality.

Chapter 4
DOLL-MAKING
Women along the rural hollows and creeks of
Eastern Kentucky have long been making dolls.

The early

settlers found a great abundance of raw materials which
could be utilized to make toys for their children and
also materials which could be made to sell for extra
income.

Doll-making became one of the most commonly

practiced crafts in the mountains.
Appalachian doll-makers today still make their
dolls from various items, just as their ancestors before
them did.

These dolls vary from crude creations to

excellently crafted items of high artistic value.

With-

in this range, there are dolls made from numerous
materials and homely ingredients.

Some are made from

hickory nuts, dried fruit and vegetables and others are
made from white bread and glue.

Other dolls are skill-

fully carved by mountain artists from tight grained
buckeye wood.
CORNSHUCK DOLL MAKERS
Cornshucks are a very popular media used in
the hills to make numerous craft items.
53

The materials
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are very abundant and easy to get.

Mrs. Cleo Hall of

Mozelle, Kentucky has originated a doll somewhat
different from those seen elsewhere in Kentucky.

Her

figures show action and are very small figures of mountain people doing domestic chores.

They are made

holding various tools and articles such as:
spinning wheels and jugs of moonshine.

plows,

She makes them

from shucks which are gathered from fully ripened corn.
If the husks are left damp, in a pile, they will
mildew, so they are flattened out and permitted to dry
before storage.

Shucks can later be dyed with commercial

vegetable dyes, following the directions for dyeing
fabrics.

They should then be carefully dried and stored

again.
There are three corn-shuck doll makers in
Breathitt County; Mrs. Marther Turner, a retired school
teacher from the Jackson Independent School System, Mary
Neace of Ned, Kentucky and Audria Moore of Quicksand.
(Fig. 19)
To make their dolls they begin by dampening the
shucks slightly in a basin of water.

If the shucks are

not dampened, they will be brittle and hard to work with.
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Figure 19
A corn-shuck doll made by an unknown Breathitt
County artist.
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The head is made first by folding a strip of husk, one
inch wide over and wrapping it with another.

This is

then held together by a piece of thin, flexible wire.
The head should be perfectly smooth so that later the
face may be drawn on.

The arms are later attached and

bandaged with layers of corn shucks. 19
The doll is dressed when it is completed, and
hair added.

Bonnets, baskets and brooms are made by

some doll-makers for the cornshuck doll.

The facial

features are drawn in red and black ink and applied
with a fine-tipped pen.
Mallie and Kitty Singleton Ritchie - Dollmakers
At Viper, Kentucky, where the Elkhorn Branch
and the Kentucky River meet, live the Ritchie family.

In

a family of fourteen, all have been involved in some kind
of folk art or music.

They live just out of view of the

main road up a small hollow which once was known as
"Slab Holler", by residents of Viper.

Everage, their

grandfather, once walked the silent mountains, searching
for teachers who could be persuaded to come to Hindman
and locate a settlement school.

The family later

settled at Viper, in Perry County.

19 Horwitz,
.
p. 45 .
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May Ritchie Descamps, the oldest child in the
family, now lives at Seannanoa, North Carolina, where
she makes dolls.

She started the cornshuck doll tra-

dition in the Ritchie family.

During the last twenty-

five years she has made more than ten thousand cornshuck
dolls.
Mallie and Kittie Ritchie still live at Viper,
where the family originally settled, early in this
century.
years.

Mallie has lived on this land for over sixty
She has watched as members of her family have

left, moving from coast to coast, taking with them the
folk traditions of Elkhorn Branch to share with people
all over America.
of cornshuck dolls,

Today Mallie and Kittie make hundreds
Their hands seem to never be idle

as they daily produce large quantities of these magnificent cornshuck dolls in the cabin which their father,
Balis Ritchie, constructed for his family over sixty
years ago.

Mr. Ritchie is largely responsible for

teaching Jean and Edna the folk ballads which they sing.
His sister, Cord Ritchie, has been a very influential
basket maker in Appalachian Kentucky.

Abigail Ritchie,

his wife, was a weaver who taught many people in Knott
and Perry County to weave.
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A loom sits in their work room on which both
Mallie and Kittie weave.

Abigail Ritchie taught her

daughters to weave and also to quilt.
are throughout the house.

Cornshuck dolls

Their sister May, who

created the first, learned to make them years ago when
she saw the first one at the Hindman Settlement School.
In making the cornshuck doll, the most important thing is to make it firmly.

It should be held

tightly in the hands and molded firm or later it will
unravel.

Some of the shucks Mallie and Kittie use come

from a factory in California. 20

The reason they use

these, is that the shucks have been specially dried and
treated with sulphur to retain whiteness.

Also due to

the high demand for the Ritchie doll in craftshops throughout the country, they occasionally run low on shucks,
which they have gathered from their own cornfields.
The Ritchies use cornsilks and hemp to make the
hair.

Raffia is used to crochet their hats and warp

from the loom is used to make their dresses.

20

Many craft people today who are unable to
gather their own shucks, order them from a place in
California which prepares them for craft use. The
address is: Mojave Foods Co., 958 Northeastern Ave.,
Los Angeles, California 90063.
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Figure 20
Mallie and Kittie Singleton Ritchie shown at work
on some of their cornshuck dolls.

Each year they

turn out thousands of these unique creations from
their home at Viper, Kentucky in Perry County.
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The last step is to paint the facial features
which Mallie does.

(Fig. 20}

They have been making

dolls for almost fifteen years.

"I guess we've made

about ten thousand •.• both of us together .•. We have seven
sisters ·in all who make them and now the nieces have
started making them too." 21
When the dolls are finished, they are packaged
between layers of paper and shipped to various places
throughout the country; The Smithsonian and the Appalachian Gift Shop in Washington D.C., the Berea Bookstore,
Shakertown, and state park gift shops throughout the
country.

Before the dolls are shipped, they must all be

thoroughly dried out or otherwise they will mildew.
OTHER MOUNTAIN-MADE DOLLS
Wooden dolls
The art of making dolls goes back to another
generation of Ritchie's who lived in Perry County,_early
in the 1930's.

These rustic dolls were known as

"poppets" and were made by Mrs. Anne Green Williams of
Ary, Kentucky and her sister, Mrs. Orlenia Ritchie of
Viper.

(Fig. 21)

21 statement by Kittie Ritchie, doll-maker,
personal interview, Viper, Kentucky, June 2, 1978.
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Figure 21
Mrs. Orlenia Ritchie, one of the earliest doll
makers in Eastern Kentucky.

This picture was

taken in 1936 in Perry County.

Shown is one of

the poppets she made with a pocketknife.

Photograph by Mrs. Davis
Ulmann. Handicrafts of
the Southern Highlands,
Allen H. Eaton (New York:
Dover Publications, Inc.)
1937, p. 126.
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Their mother made similar ones
for them and their brothers and
sisters as far back as they can
remember. Kentucky poppets are
whittled out of buckeye, a close,
fine grained wood, very light
in color, bestowing on the dolls,
a smooth, pale complexion which
is much liked by mountain children. To this attractive skin
is added the charm of rosy cheeks
by rubbing in a bit of red coloring, pokeberry being a favorite.
Then to supply realism to the
almost real, the tops of the
heads are covered with soft fur
of a mole, squirrel or other
wild animal, or the wool of a
domestic sheep. For the men
poppets, bear fur is sometimes
used. The dress of the women
poppets usually is made of homespun or cloth of the type found
in mountain stores.22
Mary Cole of Barwick in Breathitt County makes
dolls which are similar to these.

(Fig. 22) The heads,

arms and legs are carved from wood, with a pocketknife
and then the facial features and hair are painted.

They

are attached to the body which has been sewn together
and stuffed.
attire.

The dolls are then dressed in mountain

Sara Bailey of Bledso, Kentucky in Harlan

County is another mountain craftiwoman who makes dolls
of this type.

22

Elinor Horwitz, p. 38-39.
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In addition to the corn-shuck dolls and the
poppets, there are a number of other figures made in
Appalachian areas including dolls with heads made from
hickory nuts.

The features are drawn with a pencil

against the tan, wrinkled surface, suggesting the
hardy mountain type.

Another quiet unique figure is

the rock doll, made of small, smooth sandstone rocks.
Jeanette Rice of Viper, Kentucky makes these whimsical
creations along with a number of other forms which she
has originated.

The older mountaineers are portrayed

best in the. dried-apple and sweet-potato dolls.

The

apples, or potatoes are peeled, soaked in salt water
and lemon juice to "avoid discoloration and repel
worms.

It is then suspended over a coal stove, hot air

register, or radiator to dry ... If the head dries too
slowly it will rot." 23
After one day when it feels spongy the apple
should be shaped like a face.
days for it to dry completely.

It takes about four
By then i t will be

one-half the size of the original apple or potato.
The hair is made from cotton.

Wires are shaped for

the rest of the body and most of the time it is wrapped

23 Elinor Horwitz, p. 38-39.
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with cornshucks to form a stouter body,

More detailed

dried apple dolls have been found dressed in handsewn clothing, but this involves much more time.
Mrs. Lena Holbrook, a resident of Hunting
Creek, who is also an excellent quilter, makes a unique
doll that is really two dolls in one.

When the doll is

turned upside down and the skirt is turned back, it
reveals another doll.

Mrs. Holbrook has been making

these dolls for sometime now and they are very popular
in Breathitt County.
Clothes pin dolls are often seen in mountain
homes in Kentucky.

The materials are simple; a doll's

head made of clothespin, a bit of cotton material and any
other scraps of found material that craftsperson wishes
to use.

Very often clothes pin dolls are used as tree

ornaments during the Christmas holidays.

If the craftsperson

wishes it to be free standing, a small piece of wood is
attached for a base.

Arkie Strong makes these in Jackson

and sells them all over the area.

(Fig. 23)
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Figure 23
Clothes pin dolls are relatively simple to make
These examples were made by Arkie Strong of
Jackson.

Chapter 5
WORKING WITH WOOD
The art of woodcarving in Eastern Kentucky
owes its progress to a very common tool; the pocketknife.

Anyone today, watching the progress of rural

handicrafts in the Appalachian region can not overlook
the role whittling and carving with wood has played.
A very common scene on Saturday mornings in
all Eastern Kentucky towns is farmers who congregate
near the courthouse yards and along the streets to trade
knives and whittle away shavings from freshly seasoned
cedar sticks.

The articles which these farmers produce

are very crude, but whittling and woodcarving has gone
far beyond this to become extremely artistic works of
art and forms of expression.
The Appalachian woodcarver has produced many
carved pieces; from small boxes, carved from only one
piece of wood to beautiful, finely carved pieces of
furniture such as cabinets and church lecterns, done in
the best of the old world traditions.
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WOODCARVING
Edgar Tolson - Woodcarver
Edgar Tolson lives in Campton, Kentucky.

He

is a tall, slender man, a former carpenter, chairmaker
and preacher who, after a serious illness in middle age
took up his whittling knife and began carving animals
and people.

Some of his more famous carvings are

those of human forms such as:

Indian Maidens, Uncle

Sam (Fig. 24), and religious carvings of Adam and Eve
(Fig. 25) being tempted by the serpent.

Another of his

works is the Trial of John the Baptist.

The only tool

he uses to get his fine details is a pocket-knife.
A rasp and sandpaper are the only other tools he has.
"I could have carved from the time I was big
enough to walk," says Tolson.
has to be in people.

"It's something that

But I believe you can learn it.

The more you practice, the better you' re going to get. ,,

24
·

Tolson has overcome various problems which he
points out on an elephant and two small oxen.

(Fig. 26)

24 Lu Tayloe, "Creating Art With A Pocketknife",
Sunday Herald Leader, April 30, 1978, p. 1~, cols. 2-3.
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Figure 24
Uncle Sam.

This carving was done by Edgar Tolson of

Campton, Kentucky and is on display at the Campton
Clinic in Wolf County.
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Figure 25
Adam and Eve.

Done by Edgar Tolson.

These figures are

carved from native poplar wood with the snake painted
black.

Cedar is used to make the apples.
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Figure 26
Oxen, carved

by

Edgar Tolson of Campton.

Some of Mr.

Tolson's works are housed in the Smithsonian Institute
in Washington D.C.

His art is valued greatly for its

simplicity and primitive quality.
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Hit tsic.) took me the longest time to
learn how to carve eyes. See these here?
Them eyes is just pegs.
I made a little
hole and drove 'em (sic.) in. Then
later I learned to cut the eye in.
There's two things you have to do. First
you carve the lid and when that's done,
you carve in the sight.25
When he first began carving, Edgar Tolson
gave his carvings away.

Now craft connoisseurs, folk-

lorists, artists and nonartists find his primitive style
of woodcarving rich in charm and humor as well as
valuable in aesthetic significance.
The human figures he carves stand very straight
and erect.

Their eyes stare ahead, wide and alert.

He carves them from poplar wood, which he feels is the
best wood available.

"Buckeye is good.

Hit (sic.) grows

over in Breathitt County but not any I can get at.

I

use cedar for the apples when I do Adam and Eve because
of the color.

The snake is outa (sic.) poplar, but I

paint him black because that's what he was--a blacksnake. 1126

25
26

Horwitz, p. 58.
Horwitz, p. 60.
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Tolson begins all of his carving from small
rectangular blocks.

With animals, he carves from one

end to the other, shaping the face from the square end" •..
you got to have your mind all the time on the shape." 27
For people he starts the face on a corner and carves
everything with the grain, attaching the arms later.
Tolson's works are on display at the Smithsonian Institute in Washington, D.C., as well as in
private collections throughout the eastern part of the
United States.

Recently he has suffered several set-

backs which have hurt his work.

When he recently moved,

he lost much of his wood and tools to thieves.

His

hands shake from age and numerous health problems.

"I

haven't done much work lately ... but some of my things
are out there at the clinic ... my doctor collects my
work." 28

These carvings are on display at the Campton

Medical Clinic in Wolf, County.
Katherine Watkins - Woodcarver
Wooden roosters (Fig. 27) are made from pine
tree branches by a woman, Mrs. Katherine Watkins, in

27 Horwitz,
.
p. 60 .
28 statement by Edgar Tolson, woodcarver, personal interview, Campton, Kentucky, March 28, 1978.
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Breathitt County.

The knotted imperfections on the

branches, at the forks, reminded her of a rooster, and
so one day she proceeded to carve one from a branch.
By cutting away only small amounts of the wood and carefully feathering out a tail from the other limb, she
created a beautiful rooster which was a work of art from
nature.
Jasper Craft - Woodcarver
Jasper Craft is another Appalachian craftsperson who works with his pocket-knife.

He lives in the

mountains of Leslie County, where the sale of alcoholic
beverages are illegal and whiskey is bootlegged and
moonshine stills operate.

Jasper Craft carves and whit-

tles authentic scale model replicas of small moonshine
stills as well· as miniature plows which were once pulled
by mules to plow the fields.

(Fig. 28)

A.H. Baker - Woodcarver
Another craftsperson who does excellent
woodwork is Mr. A.H. Baker of Route 2, Booneville.

He is

an exhibiting member of the Guild of Kentucky Artists and
Craftsmen.

His work appears all around the state in

fairs and at gift shops.

On his farm in Owsley County,
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Figure 27
Mrs. Katherine Watkins, shown with some of the
wooden roosters she is famous for making.

These

carvings are made from the forked branches of pine
trees and are on sale through the Grass Roots
Craftmen of Breathitt County.

Photograph courtesy of the
Grass Roots Craftsmen, Lost
Creek, Kentucky.
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Figure 28
A small-scale wooden plow carved by Jasper Craft of
Leslie County.
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Figure 30
At work on a lathe.

Here A. H. Baker of Booneville

in Owsley County carves beautiful vases, lamps, and
wooden bowls from native wood.
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the retired high school principal, cuts and gathers the
wood, skins its bark and carefully puts it away to be
used to make beautiful and useful art objects.

Most of

the work is done in his own work shed, where the
electrically powered lathes are located.

He makes candle-

stick holders there and a wide variety of bud vases in
all different shapes and sizes.

He also carves large

wooden trays, lamp bases, and wooden fruit.

(Fig. 29)

With hickory bark, Mr. Baker weaves beautiful picnic
baskets and also seats and backs chairs in basically
the same fashion.
He -uses a wide variety of wood with beautiful
finishes; maple and walnut being his favorite.
is a good wood too.

Cherry

The logs are aged for several years

with paraffin on the ends to keep them from drying too
quickly and splitting.

They are then cut into small

cylinders and set aside to age some more.
begins on the lathe.

Work then

(Fig. 30)

Sometimes the wood splits while being shaped
on the lathe, but "The mark of an artist is when you can
take something that is damaged and make something
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beautiful out of it ... sometimes, some of my best designs
are made that way." 29
A.H. Baker also makes wooden zinnias from sticks
of wood which he shaves with a pocket knife.

(Fig. 31)

The petals are thin and delicate--all equal in size.
He starts with a stick about six inches long which will
make six flowers; each inch making one flower.

A be-

ginner should always start with a hickory stick because
it is the easiest wood to use.

The flowers Mr. Baker

make range in colors from white to dark brown.

"We

never use stains, just the natural woods," says Mrs.
Baker, who helps her husband.

"The butternut tree gives

us the light brown flower here ... walnut, dark brown.
Buckeye is a white wood .•• hedge apple, yellow, and
cedar is red." 30

The flowers A.H. Baker makes range in

three different sizes.

Mrs. Baker arranges them with

dried flowers in the bud vases her husband has made.
(Fig. 32)

29

statement by A.H. Baker, woodcarver, personal interview, Booneville, Kentucky, June 3, 1978.
30

statement by Mrs. A.H. Baker, woodcarver,
personal interview, Booneville, Kentucky, June 3, 1978.
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Figure 32
A.H. Baker, a woodcrafter from Booneville.

Shown

are some of the flowers he makes from sticks of
wood gathered from his own farm.

These flowers

are made in three sizes and range in shades of
white to dark brown.
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Orville Turner - Broom-maker
Orville Turner is a young man who makes brooms
in Breathitt County.

By working through the Middle

Kentucky River Area Development office in Breathitt
County, Mr. Turner gained access to some of the fine
brooms which were made at Berea.

He studied these

articles and came up with a design of his own while in
high school.

He cleared $1,300.00 from these brooms

the year he graduated.

His brooms are sold through the

Area Development Office in Jackson.
FURNITURE-MAKERS
Sewell Landrum - Miniature Furniture
Sewell Landrum lives at Jackson, Kentucky,
down Broadway Street, just across from the post office.
It is here that he makes miniature furniture, in the
quiet of his basement workshop.

Each piece he makes is

constructed from native walnut, cherry, maple and poplar woods.

Walnut, his favorite, is the most expensive

and hardest to find.

Some of the wood he buys, but most

of it, he gathers himself and dries in the attic and
cellar of his home.
As a child, the craftsman made many of his
own toys.

Many areas of Appalachia were isolated at
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that time, making it difficult for children to get back
and forth from town to buy toys and games,

Some of the

first things he made were small corn-stalk animals,
plows, wagons and rafts,
When we'd need a ball bat, we'd just go
out and cut us a piece of wood and then
make it out of that. Lots of times, Mother
would be churnin' and she'd break the
churn dasher. She'd say, 'I need to
have a churn dasher', and I'd go out and
make her one.31
Churn dashers were small rectangular pieces of
wood cut to fit like a cross and nailed onto a long
stick.

This went down into a wooden or stoneware churn

which butter was made in.

Just recently Mr, Landrum

has had many requests for these dashers.
Today he carefully designs and makes very
precise small scale tables (Fig. 33), chairs, beds
(Fig. 34), rockers and small wooden peg games.

As far

as training goes, Sewell Landrum is a self-taught man.
"I just use what the good Lord gave me." 32

Most of his

wood work is done in a cellar workshop where he sands
and saws.

31

statement by Sewell Landrum, toy-maker, personal interview, Jackson, Kentucky, March 26, 1978.
32

Ibid.
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Figure 33
Miniature table with chairs made by Sewell Landrum.
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Figure 34
A small scale bed and chair made from walnut, a wood
found in the mountains of Eastern Kentucky.

This

miniature furniture was made by Mr. Sewell Landrum
of Jackson, Kentucky .
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Mr, Landrum exhibits his works at various
fairs and craft shows around the state.

He has exhibited

and talked to groups at Lee's Junior College, and at the
Hazard Community College also.

He has brought home

several blue ribbons, won at exhibits around the area.
A recent appearance on local television has brought
him commissions to make walnut stands, similar to trophy
bases to display antique carbide lamps.

People connected

with mining value these, as years ago they were worn
on miners' hats when they were deep mining in the hills
of Eastern Kentucky.
There are several steps Sewell Landrum takes
in making his furniture.
dressing it smoothly.

First he sands down the wood,

He makes his own patterns and

after these are drawn on and sawed out, they are sanded.
The finish is then applied, which can either be walnut,
cherry, oak or maple.
glued together.

The pieces are then fitted and

(Fig. 35)

Sewell Landrum is a very

busy person these days, carving and building his
small-scale furniture.

"They keep me pretty busy ..• but

I mostly just enjoy making them. 1133
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Figure 35
Sewell Landrum at work in his home at Jackson.
is shown in this picture working on some of the
miniature furniture for which he is famous.

He
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Lonnie Bo

r
Lonnie Boggs is another craftsman who lives up

Quicksand at Guage, Ke I tucky.

Many of the doll makers

from surrounding areas visit his workshop to buy some of
the accurately detailed miniature chairs he makes.

Once

he made large adult-sized mountain rockers and ladderback, straight chairs, until recently when he has found
that the smaller chairs sell much easier.

(Fig. 36)

Oscar Hensley - Chairmaker
Oscar Hensley lives at Saldee, Kentucky in
Breathitt County, where he has spent most of his life,
sawing and hammering together stools, tables, chairs
and rockers.

(Fig. 37)

"I first started makin' chairs

in 1933", says Mr. Hensley.

"The first was a stool chair

and it sold for a dollar and a half." 34

In those days

when he started making chairs, there was no other work
available.

"You might sell one or two a month ... I could

sell a million dollars worth of them today if I had 'em (sic)." 35

34

statement by Oscar Hensley, chair-maker,
personal interview, Saldee, Kentucky, April 10, 1978.
35 rbid.
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Figure 36
Miniature chair and rocker made by Lonnie Boggs
of Guage, Kentucky.

The bottoms are woven from

hickory bark just as the larger mountain chairs
are made.

Photograph courtesy of the
Grass Roots Craftsmen; Lost
Creek, Kentucky.

,
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Figure 37
Two chairs made by Mr . Oscar Hensley of Saldee ,
Kentucky.

The one in the front is a child ' s

rocker while the other is an adult , ladder
back rocker .
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Figure 38
Mr. Oscar Hensley, furniture-maker.

Mr. Hensley is

pictured here in his workshop at Saldee, Kentucky.
Each summer, he and his family travel to Silver Dollar
City, Missouri where they sell $6,000.00 worth of
chairs in one single trip.
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Oscar Hensley (Fig. 38) has exhibited and sold
his chairs over two~thirds of the United States today.
Each summer he and his wife, Emma, leave for Silver
Dollar City, Missouri, where hundreds of crafts are
exhibited annually.

They have taken furniture there for

seven years and last summer, in one single trip, they
sold $6,000.00 worth.

The Hensley's have exhibited and

sold at Cedar Point, Sandusky, Ohio; Washington D.C.;
Kansas; Cincinnati, Ohio and Tennessee.

Buyers from

other countries, such as Canada and Germany, have come
into the country to pick up the chairs they buy from the
Hensleys,
Mr, Hensley sells chairs and rockers to nearly
every state park in Kentucky:

Boonesboro, Jenny Wiley,

Barkley Lake, Cumberland "and anywhere else they've got
a store to keep 'em (sic.) in." 36
Although the country road leading to Oscar
Hensley's workshop is a little rocky, visitors from all
around the country come there very often.

"Once I did

· a whole show for a high school in California.

They had

lights comin' in through these windows •.. they had it as
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bright as sun light in here.• 37
Adult sized rockers and ladder back chairs are
his most popular pieces.

He also makes dinner tables,

stools and children·'s chairs.
taught man.

Oscar Hensley is a self-

His workshop was once a very large building

filled with piles of expensive mountain wood and
machinery but a fire recently destroyed all, including
chairs he had made for the summer.

Presently his work-

shop is in a small shed and he is slowly recovering from
his recent bad luck.
Since he has been in the furniture business,
ten men have been completely trained under Oscar Hensley.
His wife and daughter-in-law are now also excellent chair
makers.

Making a chair is a somewhat complex thing,

with twenty of them going at the same time.
used is black walnut, maple.and oak.
and kiln dries the wood himself.

The wood

Mr. Hensley air

If it needs to be

tested, he takes it to the Quicksand Wood Utilization
Center.

At one time the largest hardwood flooring mill

in the world was located here.

37 rbid.
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After the wood has been cut, shaped on a turner,
drilled and then sanded, it is treated with a Danish oil
finish.

When all parts are glued and assembled, the

seats are added.

These are made of hand stripped and

woven hickory bark.

Like the chair backs and legs, the

bark is stripped from trees on Oscar Hensley's own soil
where he was born at Saldee, Kentucky.

When talking

about these resources, Oscar Hensley says:

"One thing

we ought to push here in Breathitt County and that's
this type of work.

We've got the people around that

can be trained and the materials to make any kind of a
chair, or basket work needed. 1138
Other Furniture - makers
Other excellent furniture and chair makers live
throughout the hills of Eastern Kentucky.

At Haddix,

Kentucky, near Jackson, is "Turner's Woodshop", run by
Earl Turner.

He produces various kinds of chairs

similar to Mr. Hensley's.
Raymond Tomblin of Oakdale in Breathitt County
also makes furniture such as tables, chairs, cabinets
and mountain crafted beds with large posts.
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Quintin Holder of Delvina in Lee County is
another noted chair-maker in this area.
Theo Cundiff also makes beautifully crafted
chairs.

He learned the art from a man who used to live

on his father's land, across one of the hills at War
Creek.

Mr. Cundiff is making cane bottom chairs today

from a skill he learned as a teenager.

Chapter 6
THE MOUNTAIN DULCIMER
When the earliest settlers arrived in the
Appalachians they also brought with them a means of
entertainment.

This was predominantly music such as

singing, dancing and fiddling.

At the turn of the

twentieth century when researchers entered the Southern
and Eastern highlands of Kentucky to study their folklore and music, they found ancient Scottish and English
ballads, long forgotten by the people of the British
Isles, being sung.

These songs were handed down from

one generation of mountain people to another until, in
the late 1920's researchers recorded hundreds of folk
songs for the Archives in the Library of Congress in
Washington D.C.
One reason these songs remained intact in
Appalachia was isolation, with the mountains serving
as protective barriers.

The settlers remained totally

un-influenced by popular music trends of the outside
world.

While other children were learning to play band

instruments and pianos, the mountain child was learning
to make and play the homemade dulcimer.
97

The English
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step-dancing remained in the mountains while other popular styles of music and dancing came and went in the
outside world.

Also, since farms were small, few blacks

lived in the Appalachian Mountains at that time.

Music

in the mountains was therefore not influenced by the
Negro jazz or spiritual music of the South.
Fiddles; banjos, the stringed bass and mandolins
later came in use in Appalachia.

These instruments

eventually were used in country music bands and were
produced commercially, however, the dulcimer, unlike all
of them, has always been a home made instrument.
Background of the Dulcimer
Researchers first believed that the dulcimer
was a product of the Appalachian Mountains and that it
was a unique instrument resulting from the cultural
heritage of the Appalachia.

Claims have not changed

today with folk-music authorities finding the dulcimer
to have old world origins just as other aspects of
Eastern Kentucky arts and crafts traditions, brought here
by their ancestors.

The word dulcimer has appeared

throughout history in English literature.

The knights

were said to have brought back dulcimers from their
Crusades.

Other countries in Europe have instruments
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which strongly resemble our dulcimer.

Examples are,

"the German sheitholt, the Dutch humble, the Norwegian
langeleik, the Icelandic langspil." 39

The Appalachian

dulcimer could have any number of old world sources
and it probably arrived here in the memory of the early
settlers.
Basic Types
There are basically two different types of
dulcimers--the hammered dulcimer and the plucked dulcimer.

The hammered dulcimer is a musical instrument,

somewhat larger in size than the other.

It has a

_rectangular or trapezoidalshaped sound board which is
made up of many strings of graduated lengths.

Sounds

are produced when these strings are struck by two light
hammers.

When many music historians speak of the dul-

cimer, they are referring to this type.

Many people

consider this type to be the forerunner of the piano. 40

39 Albert Stewart, "Some Things are too Beautiful to die", Appalachian Heritage, (Spring 1973), p. 46.
40

John F. Putman, The Plucked Dulcimer, And
How To Play It. (Berea, Kentucky: The Council of
Southern-Mountains Inc., 1964), p. 5.
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The plucked dulcimer is found more often in
the Southern Mountains than is the hammered type.

This

instrument, has an elongated shape with a fretted finger
board running along the entire length of the instrument.
A shallow s·ound box extends symmetrically on both sides
below the fingerboard.

The plucked dulcimer has been

constructed in different shapes, depending on the craftsman's preference.
The dulcimer is well suited for playing
melodies as well as for accompanying singing.

It

blends well with other instruments also, such as fiddles, the harmonica (French harp), or another dulcimer.
The dulcimer has a very soft tone and when band instruments, such as banjos, are used with it, the dulcimer
is hard to hear.
The dulcimers found in the eastern part of
Kentucky are all homemade instruments.

Only a few

dulcimer makers are active today in the mountains but
those who are, design and construct them according to
tradition and artistic abilities.

The craftsman's

design is also very much affected by the availability
of materials.

The mountains of Eastern Kentucky host an

abundance of natural woods with a wide range suitable
for the body of a dulcimer.

Woods commonly used for
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dulcimers are cherry, maple, walnut (Fig. 39) and
mahogany.

Sometimes dulcimer makers combine different

woods to make one instrument.

The top, or soundboard,

may be made of spruce, while the rest is made of another
type.

Butternut, yellow poplar and white pine are used

occasionally for soundboards.

American or black walnut

are the best woods for a dulcimer.

It is widely avail-

able, beautiful wood and is very easy to work with.
Dulcimer shapes and parts
The Kentucky dulcimer has generally assumed
one general shape, which somewhat resembles an hour
glass.

The body shape of the dulcimer is the most

obvious distinction of the different styles.

There

are six traditional shapes (Fig. 40), with some
being easier to build than others.

A dulcimer of

any of these shapes is made up of seven pieces
(Fig. 41) of material; the head, two sides, tail, top,
bottom and finger board.

These pieces are assembled

with glue and basically the only tools needed are a
brace and bit, a plane, pocket knife and a saw.

The

finished wood on the top and bottom is finished oneeighth of an inch thick and is cut out with a saw.
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Figure 39
Close up of a 3-stringed dulcimer.

This one was

made from walnut by I.D. Stamper of Letcher County.
This photograph shows the detailed fretted fingerboard, neck and heart-shaped sound holes.
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Figure 40
The six most popular dulcimer ·shapes.
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Figure 41
The seven pieces which go into the construction of
a mountain dulcimer.
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The pocket knife is used last to finish the design.

All

pieces are then assembled. 41
Soundholes are the small decorative holes on
the top of the dulcimer and the vented openings under
the fingerboards which allow the sound to escape.

The

most popular shaped sound hole is the heart-shaped one.
There are usually four such openings on the dulcimer that
are visable.
The.tuning pegs of the dulcimer are often hand
carved from the same material used to make the dulcimer;
however, autoharp tuning pegs or other similar ones are
often found on some.

Pegs sold commercially for use on

the mandolin and guitar are sometimes used.

Carved

tuning pegs are not being used as much as they were at
one time, as they have a tendency to slip.

If this

occurs, it may be loosened and moistened to make it
expand and fit tighter or a little resin may also be
scraped onto the peg with a knife.

Some mountain dul-

cimer makers suggest a little chalk added to the peg to
prevent slipping.

41

Jean Ritchie, Dulcimer People (New York:
Oak Publications, 1975), p. 23.
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Frets are the different areas on the finger
board of a stringed instrument which section off the·
notes.

On the dulcimer they are made of small wire

nails, copper wire or heavy plated broom maker's wire.
The ends are sharpened slightly and bent into the shape
of a staple.

They are then inserted along the finger

board at appropriate intervals.

Like the pegs, frets

are being bought more in stores and used more often today
by dulcimer-makers.
The number of frets, the space in between them,
and the number of strings they have determine the notes
and cords.

The notes of the mountain dulcimer are very

easily played.

The number of strings on the instrument

range from one or two to eight strings.
mountain dulcimer had three strings.
either three or four.

Most today have

In the past, strings were hand-

made or hammered out.with an anvil.
even used gut strings.

The original

Some craftsmen

Today, commercially made guitar

strings and banjo strings are used.

Many mountain

people believe the banjo strings ring out louder and
prefer ·them.

On the three-stringed dulcimer the two

second strings and the wound forth string of the banjo
are used.

On a four-stringed instrument, two first
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strings from the banjo are used, one third string and
one fourth.
Position for playing
The dulcimer is placed on the player's lap or
knees with the tuning pegs toward the left.
be played while resting on a tabletop.

It may also

Some instruments

are made providing small pegs or strips of wood for the
bottom which serve this purpose.

Many dulcimer players

feel that more sound.comes when it is played in this
manner since the table serves as an additional sound
board.
The dulcimer is played with the left hand
freeting the strings and using a noter or freeter.

This

is usually a small piece of soft wood or a piece of cane.
With the right hand the player picks and strums the
strings, using either a pick or his fingers.

Tradition-

ally, goose and turkey quills have been used for this
purpose also.
DULCIMER-MAKERS OF THE PAST
The Ritchie household at Viper probably has
more remnants of Eastern Kentucky's pioneer craft and
music traditions than does any other home in the mountains.

The house has an ancient loom, an old piano and
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various other old instruments.

"We have one o:f Jean's

dulcimers over here", says Kittie, "and this is one of
Homer Ledford's.

He made it for Jean ••• from an old

church pew that was over a hundred and fifty years old."
The Ritchies also have in their possessions a
very rare and old dulcimer,

(Fig. 42) estimated to have

been made almost one hundred years ago by J. Edward
Thomas, " ... the earliest dulcimer player and maker that
anyone has been able to trace for certain in this
country. 1143
Edward Thomas
Edward Thomas was born in Letcher County in
1850.

(Fig. 43) He began making dulcimers in 1871, when

residents along the creeks and roads first saw him and
his dulcimer cart traveling along the roads.

He would

have them connected somehow on the cart and would always
carry a chair so he could sit down and demonstrate his
instruments.

42 Statement b y Kittie
·
· Rite
. h.ie, sister
.
o f th e
well known ballad singer, Jean Ritchie, personal interview, Viper, Kentucky, June 2, 1978.
43 Jean Ritchie, p. 16.
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Figure 42
One of the first dulcimers made in Eastern Kentucky.
This instrument was made almost one hundred years ago
by Edward Thomas of Knott County and today is in the
possession of Jean Ritchie's family at Viper, Kentucky.
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Figure 43

J. Edward Thomas, the earliest known dulcimer maker
in Kentucky.

He was born in Letcher County in 1850

and at the time of his death had made 1,500 dulcimers.

Photograph courtesy of
Ollie Adams Sexton.
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He began making dulcimers when he was twentyone years old and continued making them until his death
in 1933, when it was estimated he had made 1,500 in all.
These went to places all over Kentucky and the United
States.

One source tells us that he may have, at one time,

made a dulcimer for the Prince of Wales. 44
People interested in dulcimers and their
history "have come from all over to study this dulcimer.
They trace its pattern, because it is the oldest one
known. 1145

His dulcimers had an hour glass shape with

heart shaped sound holes.

On some of the instruments,

gold decorations were painted around the hearts.
Will Singleton
Will Singleton was another dulcimer maker who
is the oldest known one to have lived in Perry County.
He simplified the design Ed Thomas used by leaving off
the double curve and cutting diamond-shaped holes
instead of hearts.

He lived at Viper and also was

related to the Ritchie family.

44

Allen H. Eaton, Handicrafts of the Southern Highlands (New York: Dover Publications, 1937)
p. 203.
45 Rite
. h'ie, l oc. cit.
.
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Jethro Amburgy
The dulcimer tradition in Knott County was
carried on by Mr. Jethro Amburgy, who as a young boy,
attended the Hindman Settlement School.

Ed Thomas

would visit the school very often with his musical instruments and it was around 1920 or 1921 that he gave
young Jethro Amburgy his own pattern and got him started
at making the mountain dulcimer.
Mr. Amburgy later began teaching at the Hindman
Settlement School, where he taught for thirty years.
During this time he taught mountain students to make the
long, slender, three-stringed dulcimer which J. Edward
Thomas had passed on to him:

Amburgy died in the fall

of 1971 and at the time of his death he is estimated to
have made 1,138 dulcimers.
CRAFTSMEN TODAY
There has been a recent revival of interest in
the dulcimer around the United States.

This may be due,

in part, to the success of folk-artist, Jean Ritchie.
Whatever the reason, it has found many people in the
mountains of Eastern Kentucky going to their attics to
pull out long forgotten dulcimers, covered with years
of dust.

They have been taken apart, studied and put back
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together again.

Some of the craftsmen only make the

instruments for their own enjoyment, others do more professional work and sell to individuals and craft stores
throughout the nation.
Today dulcimers are made by various craftsmen
in Eastern Kentucky.
is one such person.

Bud Combs, a resident of Hazard,
In Letcher County, Jack Reed Hall

carries on the dulcimer tradition, as does the retired
County Judge, Arthur Dixon.
I. D. Stamper
Another dulcimer-maker is seventy year old
I. D. Stamper who lives in Letcher County, at the small
community of Thornton.

He is a direct descendant of

J. Edward Thomas and the dulcimers which Stamper makes
are similar in shape to those he made.
As a child, I. D. Stamper learned the musical
traditions of Eastern Kentucky from his mother who played
various mountain instruments.
great fondness for music.

From her, he gained his

When I. D. was seven, his

father brought him home a French harp.

It cost only

twenty cents and the first tune he learned to play was
"Meet Me Tonight in the Moonlight" ... "Dad was working
on the railroad with a section crew.

Sometimes the whole
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crew would just come in and have me play the harmonica
for them,

Where we lived was right there near the

track and they'd just pull their main car off the track
and come inside to drink coffee and listen.
I enjoyed playing for them. 1146

Seems like

At nine, I.D, Stamper

was playing a banjo; at eleven, a fiddle.
Old Uncle Ed Thomas was making dulcimers
when I was very young and I finally decided
I'd make one. The first one, I chopped
out with an axe from a butternut log.
My father had brought it in for firewood
and I still have it. Later on I started
making them a little better and better.47
J. Edward Thomas was related to I.D. Stamper
through his mother when he was younger, I.D. remembers:
••• he would come to my father's house
and take nights with us and have meals •..
he would always be working on a
dulcimer with his knife. He would
usually carry a chair along so when
he wanted to sit down he could. He
would have three or four dulcimers
with him that he carried on his
shoulders to sell. So when he met

46

Jack Wright, "Ear Tickling Music", Mountain
Review, February 1978, p. 14.
47

statement by I.D. Stamper, dulcimer-maker,
personal interview, Mayking, Kentucky, May 30, 1978.
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somebody he could sit and demonstrate his dulcimers. He made them
from walnut, maple, and buckeye--a
light-weight wood. He was full of
life and humble, and his way of playing was very soft sounding and made
such sweet music. He was very old
then, but he did good work. He built
dulcimers, fiddles and fiddle bows.
He repaired instruments too ... he
died in 1931.48
I. D. Stamper took the dulcimer Ed Thomas made
and improved it, amplifying and refining it.

He has

made many different sizes of dulcimers (Fig. 44), using
various designs and woods.

The size and shape, along

with the wood, account for differences in tone.

The

longer the length, the lower and deeper the tone.

The

broader the instrument is, the louder the sound is
amplified.

Mr. Stamper has made close to six hundred

dulcimers during his life.

He has made some three

stringed ones and some four stringed.
Once I made a six stringed dulcimer
for a man who wanted a German style.
Some want three because it is
original. I prefer four ..• with
four you have another string standing as a drawn, like the two on
the first. As the melody is played
the drawns carry on as if there
were more instruments. A lot of

48

. h t, p. 16 .
Jae k Wrig
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times people have said to me,
(they'll be hearing a tape) 'What
kind of instrument is behind you?'
Well, there is none, its the four
stringed dulcimer. Some say, 'why
do your dulcimers sound so loud,
and different than anybody else's
dulcimers?' Well, it's just a
little secret of mine you know,
it's inside the dulcimer, you
can't see it.49

I. D. Stamper has spent his lifetime inspiring
people to make their own music instead of letting other
people make it for them.

He feels that the dulcimer

tradition, as passed on to him from his uncle Ed Thomas,
is a tradition which has enriched the lives of many people.
He hopes that through his efforts, the gentle sound of
the Appalachian dulcimer will not be lost in the annals
of American history.
The Ritchie Dulcimer
The Ritchie family of Viper, Kentucky in Perry
County are best known for their abilities in folk art and
music.

They are probably best noted for their ballad

singing, which is accompanied by the mountain dulcimer.

49

. h t, p. 16 .
Jae k Wrig
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Figure 44
I . D. Stamper s h own in his yard at Seargen t , Kentucky
in Letcher Co unty .
h e ma k es .

Shown are three of the dulcimers
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Figure 45
Jean Ri tchi e, no t ed b allad s inger from Viper in Perr y
County.

She is shown here surrounded by dulcimers of

various sizes , s hapes , and woods construc t ed by many
different craftsmen .

Photograph by George Pickow .
Dulcimer People by Jean Ritchie ,
(New York: Oak Publications)
1975, Cover page .
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Jean Ritchie is widely known as a folk singer, as is her
older sister, Edna.

Besides being a scholar in folk-

music and ballads, Jean has also.collected folk-lore,
folk-music and many folk-instruments.

(Fig. 45)

Jean did not begin making dulcimers until
after she had married.

Her husband, George Pickow,

began making them one day, in the basement of their home,
in 1959.

Up until that time, they had been directing

people who were interested in purchasing dulcimers
to their friend, Homer Ledford and cousin, Jethro
Amburgy, in Kentucky.

The Ritchie's friends soon began

demanding that they make their own and this began the
manufacturing of the "Ritchie Dulcimer."

Morris Pickow,

an uncle to Jean's husband, began the business and at the
time of his death he had made 375 dulcimers.
during an eleven year span.

This was only

Today a company which operates

in California produces the Ritchie Dulcimer.
Homer Ledford
There are many other noted craftsmen who make
dulcimers in Kentucky today.

Many were contacted and

interviewed for this study, unfortunately some were not
contacted due to difficulties in locating them.

Probably

the most noted dulcimer-maker in Kentucky is Homer
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Ledford who presently lives at Sunset Heights in
Wi nchester, Kentucky .

It was in Brasstown , North

Carolina at the Joh n C. Campbell Folk School, in 1951 ,
that Homer Ledford saw and heard h i s first dulcimer .
He was at the school studying wood carving and indus trial arts when he met Edna Ritchie who was on the staff
at t h e sc hool .

" Sh e showed me h ow to play a dulcimer ...

and so it all got s t arted . 1150

He became fr i ends with

the Ritchie family while he was exploring his new
interest in dulcimers and that very summer he made his
first instrument .

On one occasion , years later , he

made Jean a dulcimer which the family treasures greatly .
(Fig . 46)
Today, some twenty- odd years later , at his
dulcimer shop in Winchester, Homer Ledford produces
fine quality musical instruments such as dul cimers,
banjos and guitars .

(Fig . 47)

For his dul c i mers , Mr.

Ledford uses walnut on the backs and sides , as well as
on the peg box and pieces .

His preference is white

pine , butternut and old yellow poplar for the top.

50

Edward L . Dupy , p. 7 4 .
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Figure 46
A dulcimer made by Homer Ledford.

This instrument is

owned by the Ritchie family of Viper and was constructed from an old church pew, estimated to be one
hundred and fifty years old.
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Figure 47
Homer Ledford at his shop in Winch ester , Kentuc k y .
He is shown here at work on a guitar, an instrument which he began making only a few years ago .

Photograph courtesy
of Homer Ledford.
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He began making the banjo only a few years ago and has
come to love it as much as the dulcimer .

Wh en asked

which instrument he prefers to work with, Mr. Ledford
says , " Some days .. . the banjo ; other days, the dulcimer.
When I finish the banjo and play it, it gives me more
and is brilliant in tone.

But when I really want to

rest and relax , I play the dulcimer.

There is a

difference in mood ; how you fee l." 51
Throughout the South , at almost a ny craft fair
you attend, Homer Ledford and his family are usually
there working at their booth.
ent designs of dulcimers.

He makes several differ -

His earlier ones were influ-

enced by the Thomas Amburgy and John Jacob Niles
dulcimers .
John Jacob Niles
Another outstanding name connected with the
dulcimer today is John J. Niles .

He is an authority on

the subject of dulc i mers as wel l as an accomplished
player.

51

Edward L . Dupy , p . 74 .
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John Jacob Niles is a noted folk artist from
Kentucky who has received many honors and made many
record albums and folk songs.

He sings his own compo-

sitions and plays the dulcimer.

Around 1930 or 1931

when Mr. Niles visited Perry County, he saw his first
dulcimer.

It was hanging on the wall at Homeplace a

rural community center at Ary.

Soon afterwards he began

making his own dulcimers which he plays today at concerts.

This instrument is larger and more detailed than

the simple one he first saw.

Today Mr. Niles is in

his eighties and still composes, sings and plays the
.
52
d u 1 cimer.

Albert Stewart
Albert Stewart of Knott County, the author
and editor of Appalachian Heritage,
maker of dulcimers.

53

is also a noted

In a recent article written by Mr.

·stewart, he describes working with the dulcimer as
"working with a piece of sculpture.

I tried refining

52 ' t h'
'
Ric ie, 1 oc. cit.

53 Appa 1 ac h'ian Heritage
.
. a magazine
.
is
of
Southern Appalachian Life and Culture, published
quarterly by the Alice Lloyd College at Pippa Passes,
Kentucky. Spring of 1973 has an excellent article about
the dulcimer, "Some Things Are Too Beautiful To Die",
written by the editor, Albert Stewart.
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the lines, carving the head and foot piece ... the dulcimer is a thing of beauty, both for its delicately shaped
curves and the unique simplicity of its music.
. enoug h t o
that is

54

. t'i
JUS

f y i'ts continuance.
.
" 54

op. cit., p. 48,

And

SUMMARY
Within the mountains of Eastern Kentucky today,
there exist craftsmen and artists who still have the
knowledge of ancient craft traditions.

There are those

who make quilts, dulcimers, furniture and woodcarvings,
just as the early settlers did centuries ago.
As factories and industralization spread
across the United States, people soon did away with the
old ideas and ways which were carried with them from
European countries.

Parents no longer had a need for

these skills and consequently failed to continue passing
these ideas on to their children.
Appalachian craftsmen found that there was no
longer a demand for their rustic mountain products.
For years the general public chose not to buy these
articles.

Today, however, a movement has begun which has

revived the arts and crafts of Appalachia.

Buyers are

now willing to pay reasonable prices for these quality
crafts.

Mountain quilts, which once sold for only $60.00

and $70.00 now sell from $300.00 to $500.00 at craft
exhibits and in shops.

The general public is showing

a rise in interest for the art produced in the mountainous
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regions of Appalachia.

Americans today are showing a

desire to get back to the more basic and simpler aspects
in life and are digging through their attics and cellars
in search of handmade items.
Appalachian arts and crafts, as well as other
mountain traditions, should be taught to Kentucky students, for they have a significant place in education
today.

These skills and ideas must be taught for they

are vital.

The Appalachian child must realize who he is

and what the elements are that have gone into his cultural heritage.
There is a gap--a void in the education of
the mountain child.

He knows of his ancient European

past but knows nothing of his recent American past.
While many governmental and private groups
are promoting handicraft production and skills among
adults in Kentucky, our children remain totally unaware
of the rich and unique art traditions which were carried
into the mountains, centuries ago, by their ancestors.
Therefore, it is the job of the teacher, administrator,
and art educator to pass these traditions and experiences
on to the students.

Only through searching out these

craftspeople, studying and collecting their works, and
learning their skills, may educators gain enough
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information to teach th ir t 1echniques effectively in our
public schools.

\

Why then is a study\·such as this significant?

'

It is hoped that through the efforts of this paper and
the information contained within it, educators may gain
some of the knowledge which will enable them·to te~ch·
Appalachian art and cultural more effectively.
The Appalachian child should know his past,
for the heritage of Appalachia is a rich one.

The

various aspects of Kentucky's arts are important and vital
for they play an important role in the student's recent
past and future.· When the Appalachian child realizes
this, he will better comprehend his importance in society
today.
Through the effort of various governmental
programs and concerned individuals, crafts are beginning
to see a brighter future in Eastern Kentucky.

Recent

programs have aimed at helping low income Appalachians
by allowing them to make some of the crafts their parents
and grandparents made.

Save the Children Federation,

which operates out of Berea, Kentucky, under Jerry Workman, is one such organization.

Appalachian Fireside

Crafts at Booneville is one of their retail outlets.
The Grass Roots of Breathitt County is another similar
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organization, as is the Middle Kentucky River Area
Development Organization at Jackson and the Quicksand
Crafts Project in Knott County.
Only through the efforts and interest of concerned individuals will the rich arts and crafts traditions of Appalachia flourish.

Rural handicrafts, as

well as other aspects of rustic country living, are
being revived today.

Within the hills of Eastern Ken-

tucky, lie a vast storehouse of knowledge, resources,
and natural ability.

It is the job of the educator to

reinforce these vital components of our recent past.

By

transmitting this knowledge to Kentucky's youth, the
valuable traditions which were carried into the mountains
centuries ago will not be forgotten, but will live on in
the young, independent Appalachians of today.
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